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KRONE has created a new type of walk-in panel : the Walk-in SKY,
for perfect well-being under the shower.
We love this new innovative design concept in the world of
shower panels.
MORE SPACE AND MORE ACCESS
MORE FREEDOM AND MORE COMFORT
MORE MODERNITY AND MORE DESIGN

+ Dimensions : 118-120x200cm + retour 80x200cm (option)
+ 6mm transparent glass for the fix panel and the lateral pane
+ 8mm tempered transparent glass for the sliding door
+ NANO CARE anti-scale treatment, made in Germany (one side for
the fix panel / two sides for the slliding door)
+ Polished aluminum, anodised matte black and matte silver profile
available with no visible screws
+ Slidiong door with big bottom wheels diam 64mm equipped with
anti-jumped system
+ Double stopper for more stability
+ Aluminum door handle 40cm length
+ Stainless stell fixing arm "L"shape
+ Installation with or without lateral panel

+ Space optimization : a complete free access to the shower space
with adjustable and discrete "L" fixing arm
+ The shower column can be placed anywhere you want
+ Security and comfort : free access thanks to its frameless
transparent sliding door with big wheels equipped with anti-jumped
system
+ Design and well-being : a unique style. Generous access
dimension. Extreme transparency.
+ Easy and quick installation

+++ SKY walk-in also available with additionnal printed back
panels, solid stone shower tray and additionnal lateral panel.

Technical datas

Product innovations

+ Dimensions : 118-120x200cm + lateral panel 80x200cm (option)
+ Transparent 6mm tempered glass for fix panel and lateral panel
+ 8mm sliding door
+ 20mm wall profile adjustment
+ Reversible product

Super Integrated
Thanks to a special connection, the assembly of KRONE products is
easiest as possible. This technicity guarantees purity and elegance
to KRONE products.

Composable
With the adjustable products from KRONE brand, you have a total
freedom to choose and personalize your products. You will find the
expected combinations, as so many different versions exist.
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